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Abstract. The biggest challenge in mobile computing is introducing new type 
of application that has the ability of adapting and exploiting the changing envi-
ronment.  
In this paper, a smart phone context-aware crowd-sourcing application SMART 
ADVENTURE will be presented, offering users context aware services. The 
main application contexts are location, time and phone orientation. According 
to users’ location, previous usage and current date, application generates infor-
mation about activities and possible threats. Congruent with the phone orienta-
tion, application displays different screen.   
Motivation for developing this kind of an application lies in constant trend for 
improving human health by doing different kind of open-air activities. At the 
same time, the proposed solution represents a high level tourist guide.  
The main contribution of our work is providing proof of concept of how crowd-
sourcing can influence few different domains (health, ecology, human culture). 
The proposed solution is service oriented, implemented in android environment.  
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1 Introduction 

The evolution of mobile devices and their huge potential of mobile processing and 
services made mobile computing a field with many challenges. The biggest challenge 
of all is developing a new type of software that will exploit the changing environment 
[2]. This kind of software can be treated as an entity that adapts to its location, time, 
available hosts, accessible devices and other environmental states called contexts. But 
what is the meaning of context and how can be defined? The most accurate definition 
about what the word “context” really means seems to be the following: “any infor-
mation that can be used to characterize the situation of the entities (person, place or 
object) that are considered relevant to the interaction between the user and the appli-
cation, including the application and the user itself”[1]. From this definition it can be 
said that context is the set of environmental states and settings that either determines 
an application’s behaviour or in which an application event occurs and is interesting 
to the user [3]. In other words, context is a piece of information that can be used to 
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characterize the situation of a participant in an interaction [2]. Context helps to e rich-
ness the communication in human-computer interaction and makes it possible to pro-
duce more useful computational services. The main three aspects that context has are: 
where are you, who are you with and resources nearby. But context is more than us-
er’s location; it encompasses lighting, noise level network connectivity, communica-
tion costs, communication bandwidth, and even the social situation. Software with 
this kind of features is characterized as context aware software. Thus, software is 
context aware if it uses context to provide relevant information and/or services to the 
user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task [1]. 

Many of the applications use the context for providing useful data. Modelling this 
data, than use them in the context aware application is not a simple thing. Good mod-
elling means choosing the right context model. Choosing it right, may depend of the 
architecture of the system and compatibility with the context model itself. There are 
many ways for modeling context information, but the following approaches are most 
accurate and most used by the developers. 

� Key - value model   
� Markup scheme models  
� Graphical models  
� Object oriented models  
� Ontology based models  
� Tree - like graph  

For simplifying the process of developing a context aware application an abstract 
framework is needed. The framework will provide the client with the needed data and 
also will permit registration of new distributed heterogeneous data sources.  There are 
several context frameworks available: SOCAM (Service-Oriented Context-Aware 
Middleware), CASS (Context-Awareness Sub-Structure), Hydrogen, WildCAT etc 
[4].  

In this study, context aware crowd-sourcing application for smart phones is pre-
sented. The main application contexts are location [5], time and phone orientation. 
Location aware service represents one of the most crucial needs for users that own 
some kind of a smart phone [6] [7]. Its importance lies in necessity of finding location 
based information when it influence the overall behaviour of the system and might 
increase its performance. Location aware services can be used for finding travel in-
formation, shopping, entertainment, event information and other types of filtering 
[12]. In our application, location aware service filters a list of possible activities and 
threats in accordance with user position on the map. Positing is done by GPS receiver 
integrated in the phone [8]. GPS (Global positing system) represent a spaced-based 
satellite navigational system that provides time and location information, synchronous 
or asynchronous [9]. Location information based on GPS is from crucial meaning 
because it covers the user security issue (rescued if he is in danger) and it also renders 
events and places of interest (user can find the event or the place he is interested in) 
[10]. For more accurate data, time filter is implemented. The time filter does another 
filtering, optimizing the list on activities and threats that are specific for that period of 
time. The user’s enjoyment level adjustment is done by implementing a phone orien-
tation context. Depending on how phone is being held, different screens are displayed. 
If the phone is being held horizontal a map is generated, if it is being held vertical, 
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augmented reality is displayed, giving users enhanced information about their sur-
roundings. Augmented reality (AR) represents a technology in which a user’s view of 
the real world is enhanced or augmented with additional information generated by a 
computer. It combines real and virtual object in real environment, registers (aligns) 
real and virtual objects with each other; and runs interactively, in three dimensions, 
and in real time [20] [21]. Displaying different screen is done by the acceleration 
sensors (i.e., accelerometers) [24]. The accelerometer represents a device that 
measures the acceleration of the device on the x (lateral), y (longitudinal), and z (ver-
tical) axes. Accelerometer is used in engineering, biology, industry, building and 
structural monitoring, medical applications, navigation, transport, vulcanology, con-
sumer electronics (motion input, orientation sensing, image stabilization, device in-
tegrity, and gravimetry).  In our application, the accelerometer has another function 
despite displaying the proper screen, it also detects fall. Fall detection is done by 
gathering and analyzing accelerometer data with several threshold based algorithms 
and position data to determine a fall. Activity of changing a phone orientation differs 
from activity of falling in a matter of time. Time of falling is longer than time of 
changing the phone orientation. When some falls it starts with free falling, causing 
acceleration’s amplitude to drop significantly below the 1G threshold, representing 
the actual time of falling. For fall to be complete it must stop. This causes a spike in 
the graph. Then the amplitude is crossing an upper threshold which has the minimum 
value of around 3G, suggesting the fall. Serious injuries are represented as flat line in 
the graph [25] [22].  

The proposed application can basically serve as a tourist guide [11], but it differs 
from other similar applications in terms of how it incorporates collaboration [13]. In 
our approach, users enter their one point of interest such as activity, animal or plant. 
Points of interest (POI) are entered as multimedia data by using the smart phone built 
in camera. User takes picture of his point of interest which is geo tagged (it has geo-
graphical coordinates), than enters its description in the application and makes it 
available to other users. This way, they are building a distributed collection of shara-
ble items, making the application a crowd-sourcing system (CS). CS system enlists a 
crowd of users to explicitly collaborate to build a long-lasting artifact that is benefi-
cial to the whole community. Since it enlists a crowd of users, this application face 
four key challenges: how to recruit contributors, what they can do, how to combine 
their contributions, and how to manage abuse [19]. In our approach, contributors are 
all users from all over the world that are keen on doing open air activities. With their 
contributions they can share activities specific for that region. The problem of abuse 
is solved by function that checks all words entered in description of the POI. If a vul-
gar word is detected, the POI is deleted, and never shared among users.  

Depending on the context of point of interest entered, the same application can be 
used for environment saving, preserving national treasure, reawaking ecological con-
science, visual navigation, sharing old fashion activities added by users from all over 
the world and for mobile learning (real time learning for local animal and plants).  

SMART ADVENTURE supports two working modes: online and offline. Online 
mode differs from offline mode in terms of how application is used. When used 
online, application serves more like a nature navigator. For proper online working, 
GPS and IP mobile network are needed. When used offline, application serves more 
like a brochure for a specific region. Locations are downloaded and stored locally on 
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the phone memory with the first application installation and they are updated every 
time phone is connected to IP mobile network. This application represents a link that 
connects 21 century technology benefits and the old fashion way of doing activities in 
nature.  

The main contribution of our work is to prove that by croudsorcing with geo map-
ping we can influence different domains that have few points of tangency (health, 
ecology, human culture) [15] [14] [16] [17].  

 In the second chapter we will give brief introduction of the system, giving a sys-
tem overview (components of the system and its collaboration). The third chapter 
gives details of system implementation, while the forth chapter explains proposed 
application user interface and interaction. The final, fifth chapter concludes the paper. 

2 System overview 

The general architecture of the proposed application is given on Fig.1. : It is consists 
of smart phone with internet access, GPS, mobile network (GSM/WCDMA), web 
server that incorporates user data base. 

User Web server Database server

Mobile information server

Wi Fi

Label:
Label:

 
Fig. 1. System overview 

 Smart phone connects to an internet using mobile network and GPS. Web server 
handles the request for data from the user and gives him feedback. Requested data are 
stored on data base. When user asks for data, web server connects to data base and 
filters requested data. Web server is responsible for users support (member or non 
member), by monitoring their movement providing them with safety in every mo-
ment. The help request handles the mobile network by sending SMS alert to help 
centre and to predefined number (or any predefined web service). The number (web 
service) to whom the message will be send is set by the user. The help SMS for mem-
bers is sent to both help centre and predefined number. Users without account (non 
members) can only send SMS to help centre.  

Proposed application is implemented as a prototype on android platform. For ac-
cessing application features, users have to connect to internet using mobile network 
and GPS. When user is logged in he can add POIs. If user is not logged in, system 
treats users like non members, and provides them with few application features (finds 
the user position on the map which has been cashed earlier, and seeing points of inter-
est which are saved locally on the phone). Integrated GPS in the phone sends data to 
the server, and server stores the data in its memory. If there is no internet access, mo-
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bile network or GPS, application can be used in offline mode. When it is used in of-
fline mode, it offers other features. Users can call for help and can see locations and 
points of interest that are already downloaded and stored locally on phone. In this 
manner, application is used more like a brochure for a specific region.  

Smart adventure is defined as an alternative of classical tourist guide. It can be 
used as additional source of information for certain locations. The main idea of Smart 
Adventure design is that users with smart phones can log on or register from any-
where and get additional information for the place they are current. If there is no GPS 
and IP mobile network, they can inspect downloaded regions and learn about them. 
Fig. 2. represents the use case diagram of the system. A user chooses to locate or see 
locations. Then he logs in, skips or registers in the system. If the user is a member 
(user with account) he/she can see and add a point of interest (animal, plant, and ac-
tivity), post on Facebook or Flicker, augment his surrounding or ask for help in case 
of potential danger. Otherwise if he/she is not a member he/she can just ask for help 
or see points of interest (animal, activity, plant). When adding points of interest, user 
can add a picture of the point (optional). If he/she chooses to see locations, a geo-
tagged map is generated. 

Member

LogIn

Register

Skip

Help

Choose POI
«uses»

View POI Location

POI List Help Add POI

POI Details

«uses»

«extends»

Edit Mebership

«extends»

«extends»

«extends» «extends»

Add Name

Add Description

Take Picture

«extends»

«uses»
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-End2
*
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Fig. 2. Use case of the “Smart Adventure” system 

3 Implementation details 

 
The whole system is service-oriented and implemented in android environment using 
java for service development. It was developed in eclipse ID environment Android 
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1.6 SDK, and coded in java object oriented language. The application can be used 
only by user who has smart phones with android platform. Android represent a soft-
ware stack for mobile devices that includes an operating system, middleware, and key 
applications. The Android SDK provides the tools and libraries necessary for devel-
oping applications that run on Android-powered devices [23] [24].  

The system contains one package, “Adventure”, in  which classes  are  placed. The 
package contains  two  subpackages: “Data” and “Model”. The “Data” sub-package 
contains classes that provide information about activities, animals, plants in 
accordance with their location. The “Model” sub-package contains all the classes that 
are not directly connected with the users’ views (everything that has to present 
something real or abstract which existence is not direct connected to the application.) 
Fig. 3. represents the class diagram, in which the structure of the system represented 
by the classes, their attributes, operations and relationship among them is given. The 
given class diagram  is truncated in order to reduce survey’s fussiness. In the class  
diagram only the classes which have the main importance in system structure are 
presented. 

When the application starts, the Main Activity is activated and the users can 
choose one of the offered system features. The Main class handles the user’s choice 
and starts the LiveMap Activity which communicates with the LiveOverlay class. The 
LiveMap class determines the use of location on the map, and LiveOverlay displays 
icons on the map (animals, activities, plants). Our Activity class is the model class for 
all points of interest (animal, activity, plant); it contains all information related to 
POI’s like coordinates, names, etc. This class also has a time filter that filters the 
POI’s in accordance with the current system date and time. FakeDataProvider manip-
ulates crucial data about users' points of interest (data for animals, activities, plants) in 
accordance with their location. It is used to provide fake data and enable us to test the 
application. It will later be replaced with a local database or external data source me-
diator. 

+finish():void()
#getValidActivities():List<Activity>()
#getValidActivityCount():int()
-isRouteDsiplayed():boolean()
-onCreate(Bundle):void()
+onClick(View):void()
-onCreateDialog(int):Dialog()
+onClick(DialogInterface,int):void()
+onLocationCahanged(Location):void()
+onProviderDisabeled(String):void()
+onProviderEnabled(String):void()
+onStausChanged(String,int,Bundle):void()

-mLocationMenager:LocationMenager
-map:MapView
-overlay:LiveOverlay
-lastLocation:Location
-centerNext:boolean
-activitiesList<Activity>
-type:ActivityType
-listener:LocationListener

LiveMap

+LiveOveraly()()
+addLocation(Location,ActivityType):void()
+addActivity(Activity):void()
+removeLocation(Location):void()
+draw(Canvas,MapView,boolean):void()
-metersToRadius(double,double):int()

-locations:List<Activity>
-mePaint:Paint
-animalPaint:Paint
-activityPaint:Paint
-mapProjection:Projection

LiveOverlay

+onCreate(Bundle):void()
+onClick(View):void()

Main

+getInstance():FakeDataProvider()
+spavwLocation(double,double):Location()
+getLocations():ListActivity()
+getLocationByType(ActivityType...types):List<Activity>()

-instance:fakeDataProvider
-locations:List<Activity>

DataProvider

+Activity(Location, ActivityType)()
+Activity(Location,ActivityType,double,String)()
+getPoint():GeoPoint()
+getType():ActivityType()
+getLocation():Location()
+getRadius()double()
+getPoint(Location):GeoPoint()

-location:Location
-type:ActivityType
-radius:double
-name:String
-longitude : decimal
-latitude : decimal

ArcehologialLocaliteties

1

1

1

1

1

1...*

1 1...*

 
Fig. 3.Class diagram of the “Smart Adventure” system 
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4 User interface 

Fig .4., Fig. 5., Fig. 6. and Fig. 7. represent the most important features of the appli-
cation user interface.  

Users, after they have skipped, registered or logged in the system, have to choose 
one of the offered application features (animal, activity, help, and plant) Fig. 4. The 
menu is organizes in this way for easy accessing. After choosing one of them, map 
opens and the user location is mark in it with bright blue colour dot Fig. 5. The list is 
generated by clicking the POI button positioned in the bottom. From the list user can 
choose one of the poi’s and sees all the details Fig. 7. and its radius of coverage Fig. 
6. represented by the big red circle. If the user is in any potential danger he just has to 
click and hold about five seconds (five second pres) the help button. The five second 
press is to prevent sending of false alarm. The position of the help button is set in the 
left and right corner for easy access for both left hander and right hander users.  

For better understanding of application usage, we have chosen a concrete location, 
and for that location we have chosen a concrete animal – grass snake. 

 
Fig. 4. Smart Adventure menu 

 
Fig. 5. User located on map 
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Fig. 5. represents a located user in the nature and positioned on the map. User 
position is marked with bright blue dot. On this picture user is located in Skopje area, 
Kozle estate. 

 
Fig. 6. Grass snake coverage 

In Kozle estate (Skopje, Macedonia) grass snakes are the animals that user can 
come across. Grass snakes coverage is marked with big red circle Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 7. Description of grass snake 

The description of the grass snake is given in Fig. 7. In the description are given 
detail information about the snake including a picture of it, so the user can recognized 
it very easy when he’ll come across it. 

5 Conclusion 

In this study an Android application for smart-phones was presented.  
The application is object oriented and it embeds crowd-sourcing and geo-

mapping.  It is context aware and main application contexts are location, time and 
phone orientation. For modeling the context data, the application uses an abstract 
framework which provides the client with the needed data and also permits registra-
tion of new distributed heterogeneous data sources. The issue of abuse control that 
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every crowd-sourcing has, was solved by service that checks users input and decides 
its correctness.  
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